
Work Friendly. Earth Friendly. Sustainable.



What does “remanufactured mean?” 

It is indistinguishable from new. It looks like new. It is warrantied as new product. It allows for the same finish, fabric and laminate 
selection that a new manufacturer would offer.

Remanufacturing begins with retaining as much of the former product as possible, particularly its durable and long-lasting steel frame- 
which is why we only choose the best of Steelcase and Herman Miller products. This saves not only the manufacturing costs associated 
with new furniture, but also the raw materials, natural resources and energy used to create the steel. 

We provide tours of our facilities and demonstrate our state-of-the-art equipment. We also explain the materials and procedures used in 
the fabrication and remanufacture of the quality office furniture systems we produce. As a result, your purchasing decisions are based on 
solid and reputable information, without pressure and without compromise.

Full Service

Expert Design Team

Space Planning, Interior Design, and LEED AP Office Consultations—as well as custom mills. Develop personalized floor plan layouts 
and workspace designs that accommodate your workflow, space, office culture, size and preferences.

Customization

• Fabricate custom-milled furniture systems to your individual specifications
• Manufacture all of our own work surfaces
• Laminate process certified by all major laminate manufacturers
• Advanced electrostatic powder coat paint finishes 
• Over 50 different powder coat fin shes (baked on)

Square Footage

• 80,000 Square foot manufacturing
• 60,000 Square foot storage space
• 40,000 Square foot Showroom
• 10,000 Square foot Metal Shop
• 25,000 Square foot Mill work Shop

Why choose remanufactured?

Besides making good business sense economically, there are countless other reasons to choose remanufactured. As one of the only 
two certified remanufacturers, we remain dedicated to old-fashioned American workmanship. Roberts strives to deliver office furniture and 
workspace systems that restore the quality of the past to meet your particular needs in the present – and long into the future. 

On the next page you will find just a few of the environmental and energy benefits of choosing remanufactured.



For Every 100 workstations remanufactured by Roberts, the energy
conserved could power 5.3 households for one year.

One year of remanufacturing panels, binder bins, and pedestals, at 
Roberts, avoids the release of more than 815 thousand pounds of CO2 
into the environment. 

The energy savings from remanufacturing 1 office workstation
(5 panels, 2 pedestal, and 1 binder bin) could power 19 average 
American households for one whole day.

Remanufacturing panels, binder bins, and pedestals at 
Roberts conserves approximately 1.02 million pounds of raw 
materials annually.



Steelcase Avenir is a panel-based system providing a range of flexible office configurations. Panel supported, Steelcase Avenir offers adjustable height solutions for individual 
workspaces with an assortment of acoustical, transparent, and fabric panels reflective of your taste and workspace design. With the expert help of Roberts Office Furniture Concepts’ 
design team, you can create an open space for convenient collaboration with Avenir’s curvilinear work surfaces, or choose from infinite design options for private spaces.

Stay connected with the Post and Beam Technology hub designed to supply power and accommodate your specific communications setup. Anything from bins, shelves, service 
modules, and pedestals for organization and storage, freestanding credenzas, tables, bridges, pedestals, and desks combine to tailor your office space to meet your business needs. 
Mix, match, and coordinate a variety of features, furniture, and styles to create an effective, functional, and aesthetic office space with Steelcase Avenir.





Ethospace is an adaptable frame-and-tile system developed to provide modern business applications with practical and versatile work space. Consistent with Roberts Office 
Furniture Concepts’ commitment to providing sustainable office environment solutions, Ethospace incorporates 100 percent recycled steel frames to provide a strong structural 
foundation while delineating individual office areas.  Work surfaces constructed with a wheat board core — a renewable and recyclable material made from wheat straw — wall 
tiles, and storage units chosen from a variety of colors, shapes, and textures are attached to the steel frame to define the work space.

The Ethospace system is designed to accommodate wires and cables to power computers and communications systems and address increasing technological developments. The 
frame-and-tile system can be configured and reconfigured in various ways to accommodate different office applications, from collaborative to private.  Made with 52 percent 
recycled materials (31 percent post-consumer and 21 percent pre-consumer content), the Ethospace system is certified level 1 and is up to 78 percent recyclable.



Steelcase 9000 is a design framework for configuring workspace in any way imaginable. Providing innumerable options for today’s modern businesses utilizing horizontal and 
vertical space, the Steelcase Series 9000 accommodates hardwired circuitry or modular power and is compatible with other Steelcase products, providing hundreds of options and 
designs to suit your work environment. Whether you require a personal and quiet space, a collaborative work area or a little of both, the design experts at Roberts Office Furniture 
Concepts can integrate the Steelcase 9000 design you need with both fence height and standing height panels.

Attain privacy with wall infills available in white board or as fabric screens — including  custom fabric and custom graphic fabric designs — located  above beams, or use them 
below as modesty screens. Steelcase offers an array of shelves for additional work surfaces and display space, and storage towers and lateral files to organize your work material. 
Freestanding, fixed or mobile, cubicles or open space, Steelcase 9000 has what you need to design today’s office.


